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Abstract
Background: When germline mutations are suspected as causal in cancer, patient DNA may be sequenced to
detect variants in relevant genes. If a particular mutation has not been reported in reliable family studies, genetic
counselors are facing a dilemma of appropriately informing patients. Many sequencing facilities provide an
interpretation of the findings based on the available sequence databases or on prediction tools that are curated
from bioinformatics and mechanistic datasets. The counseling dilemma is exacerbated if the pedigree data are not
informative but the in silico predictions suggest pathogenicity.
Methods: We present here a real world example of the c.256G > A CDKN2A variant, which was detected in one
melanoma patient where two siblings were diagnosed with melanoma in situ. We investigated a detailed family
history of the affected siblings in order to survey probability of the cancer risks within the context to this mutation.
Results: This c.256G > A CDKN2A variant was detected in one of the brothers and in the melanoma-free mother
while the other brother in the family tested negative. The variant had been previously described in one patient
from a melanoma family. In the family under investigation, the mother’s 16 first-and second-degree relatives had
survived past the median onset age for melanoma and none presented melanoma. We tested the variant using
multiple bioinformatic tools that all predicted deleteriousness of the variant. The genetic counseling report to the
melanoma patient stated that the CDKN2A variant was ‘likely pathogenic’ and the disease was defined as ‘likely
hereditary melanoma’.
Conclusions: The pedigree data showed at the most a low penetrance variant, which, if taken into consideration,
might have altered the provided diagnosis. When dealing with ‘practically’ unknown variants the counselors would
be advised to incorporate a detailed family history rather than basing predictions on functionality provided by
sequencing facilities.
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Introduction
A study from 2015 concluded: “Clinicians, patients and
their relatives would all benefit from an improved level
of genetic literacy” [1]. Indeed raising the genetic literacy
is a formidable challenge, for cancer alone more than
100 high risk genes are known and many of these are
tumor suppressor genes with large coding regions vulnerable to mutations [2, 3]. The core of the literacy
problem was exemplified by Richards et al. giving sequencing data on Mendelian disease testing of 5800 persons; 83% of patients had variants that are rare or of
uncertain clinical significance (5776 variants) and 17% of
patients had pathogenic or “likely pathogenic” variants
seen ≥10 times (63 variants) [4]. Several expert groups
have provided recommendations for the interpretation
of DNA sequence variations in order to help molecular
diagnostics, including the American College of Medical
Genetics and Genomics and the Association for Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP) and the Clinical Genome
(ClinGen) [4–6]. We will illustrate the genetic literacy
problem with a real world example from a melanoma
family with a CDKN2A mutation c.256G > A.
The most common high-risk predisposing gene for cutaneous melanoma (subsequently melanoma) is cyclin
dependent kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) [7]. It also
predisposes to pancreatic cancer and possibly other cancers [2, 7]. The CDKN2A gene encodes two structurally
and functionally unrelated proteins, p16INK4a and ARF.
P16 and ARF are transcribed from two separate promoters with unique first exons (exon 1α and 1β) and
shared exons 2 and 3 that are translated from alternate
reading frames and bear no amino acid homology
(Fig. 1). P16, a 156 amino acid protein, binds to cyclin
dependent kinase 4 and 6 through four ankyrin repeats
that results in inhibition of Rb phosphorylation [8, 9].
ARF, a highly basic 132 amino acid peptide, stabilizes
p53 through sequestration of MDM2 in nucleolus that
inhibits cell cycle in response to oncogenic signals. P16

and ARF have been shown to be markers of senescence
in human cells and mouse embryonic fibroblasts, respectively [10]. The a CDKN2A mutation c.256G > A
causes an Ala86Thr amino acid changed in p16 and
Cys100Tyr in ARF where the nucleotide change is
c.299G > A. ClinVar database lists 537 variants for
CDKN2A and of those 43 variants are considered pathogenic with only 6 being missense variants (http://simpleclinvar.broadinstitute.org/). Almost all pathogenic
variants were described in syndromes including melanoma. However, germline mutations may also predispose
to pancreatic cancer [11].
We have been consulting a family in which one sibling
was diagnosed with invasive melanoma and two others
were diagnosed with in situ melanoma (Fig. 2). CDKN2A
mutation testing revealed a missense variant c.256G > A
in the woman with invasive melanoma (the mutation is
indicated in Fig. 1, also giving the resulting amino acid
change in ARF). Her first-degree relatives were also
tested and her mother and one of the brothers were also
positive while her father and younger brother were negative. This mutation has been described so far globally
only in one person from a melanoma family [12]. We illustrate the problem of clinical counseling with gene variants that lack data on segregation in cancer pedigrees.
We want to point out that taking a family history into
consideration may help the counselor to improve his
message to the patient.
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Patients and methods
Family

The family was of a Finnish origin and the members
were fair-skinned and blue eyed. The affected female patient was diagnosed with a small invasive melanoma on
the leg at the age of 66 years. Her older brother was diagnosed 3 years before her at the age 69 with melanoma
on the back, and a younger brother was diagnosed 1 year
after her at the age of 57 on the back. Both brothers had

Fig. 1 Structure of the CDKN2A locus showing the transcription start sites of proteins p16 and ARF and the exons used. The variant of interest is
showen for p16 (on top) and ARF (below)
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Fig. 2 Pedigree of the family of interest. The two generations and each family member labelled. The symbols used are shown below
the bedigree

melanoma in situ. DNA from expired parents was also
available for sequencing. The mothers’ family included four
older sisters all of whom survived to an old age. The sisters
had altogether 12 children with the current age range from
73 to 88 years; 6 children had died between the ages of 66 to
81 years. As half of the children were alive they were deleted
from the pedigree figure. The information about the family
history was acquired by a personal interview conducted by a
physician, who was also a member of the family.
Sequencing and counseling

Person II/2 and II/3 were diagnosed with melanoma and in
situ melanoma, respectively. As II/1, who lived aboard, was
diagnosed earlier with in situ melanoma, the consulting
dermatologists referred II/2 and II/3 to medical genetics
counseling, where samples were sent for panel sequencing
at Blue Genetics. A variant in the CDKN2A gene was detected in II/2 but not in II/3. The company classified the
c.256G > A as ‘likely pathogenic’ and the consulting medical
geneticist described the condition to II/2 as ‘likely hereditary melanoma’ and recommended dermatological checkups every 6 months and a biannual pancreas cancer screening. An annual dermatological control was recommended
for II/3. Information on other risk factors, particularly on
solar irradiation was also given, and II/2 was explained that
her children may also be gene carriers.
Other family members were sequenced as part of a scientific project using Sanger sequencing for CDKN2A
exon 2 specific primers as described previously [13].
Each analysis was repeated twice. The samples from II/2
and II/3 were repeated by Sanger sequencing and the results were consistent with the panel sequencing results.
In silico annotation

The variant was assessed for conservation and deleteriousness using different prediction tools. High evolutionary

conservation suggests functional importance of the position. Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling (GERP) [14],
PhastCons [15] and PhyloP [16] were used to assess conservation of the variant position. Deleteriousness was predicted using the following tools: CADD v1.5 [17], SIFT
[18], PolyPhen V2-HDIV [19], PolyPhen V2-HVAR [19],
MutationTaster [20], Mutation Assessor [21], FATHMM
[22], PROVEAN [23], VEST3 [24] and RI [25]. The variant
was assessed further with SNAP2 [26], a neural network
based classifier that distinguishes between effective and
neutral variants.

Results
Mutation analysis for individuals II/2 and II/3 was done by
panels sequencing and verified by Sanger sequencing, for
other individuals only using Sanger sequencing. The mutational status of the 5 family members is shown in Fig. 2.
For all positive individuals the mutation was c.256G > A
(Ala86Thr). The mother of the affected siblings died at age
of 80 years without melanoma or other known cancer, similar to her 4 sisters. Among the 12 offspring of the 4 sisters
none are known to have melanoma but one women died of
pancreatic cancer (age 76 years). None of the sisters or their
offspring (combined 16 individuals) in generation I or II
were known to have melanoma.
SNAP2 predicts functionality of amino acid changes at
various locations and in Fig. 3 we show an amino acid
segment around Ala86Thr. Almost all changed at amino
acid 86 are predicted to be deleterious, as are most other
substitutions in this segment. SNAP2 calculates a prediction score for the Ala86The substitution, which is 63 out
of a maximum of 100, and the expected accuracy of the
prediction is 80%.
We applied a number prediction tools for deleteriousness and conservation for the c.256G > A variant
(Table 1). SIFT, PolyPhen, Mutation Taster, PROVEAN
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Fig. 3 The SNAP2 tool prediction of functionality of the amino acid changes at various locations of the p16 protein approximately centered
around Ala86Thr at code 86. The color code illustrates the probability of deleteriousness

Table 1 Deleteriousness and conservation scores for the CDKN2A variant c.256G > A
Tools

Score

Interpretation

SIFT

Deleterious (D)

D – Damaging/Deleterious (> 0.05)
T – Tolerated (< 0.05)

PolyPhen-v2

PolyPhen2_HDIV = 1.000 (D)
PolyPhen2_HVAR = 0.945 (D)

D – Probably damaging (> 0.908)
P – Possibly damaging (0.446 < score ≤ 0.908)
B – Benign (≤ 0.446)

MutationTaster

0.957 (D)

A – Disease causing automatic
D – Disease causing (> 0.5)
N – Polymorphism (< 0.5)
P – Polymorphism automatic

MutationAssessor

No data

–

FATHMM

No data

–

VEST3

No data

–

PROVEAN

−3.711 (D)

D – Damaging/Deleterious (≤ −2.5)
N – Neutral (> − 2.5)

Reliability Index (RI)

6

D – Damaging (≥ 5)
N – Neutral (< 5)

CADD v1.5

33

CADD > 10 = In top 10%,
CADD > 20 = In top 1%,
CADD > 30 = In top 0.1% of probable deleterious variants in the human genome

GerpN

5.93

Highly conserved (> 2)

PhastCons

0.999

Highly conserved (> 0.3)

PhyloP

5.697

Highly conserved (> 3.0)

DELETERIOUSNESS SCORES

CONSERVATION SCORES
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and Reliability Index uniformly predict deleteriousness.
CADD score of 33 is high. The locus is highly
conserved.

mutations may have contributed to melanoma risk. Family
members share skin types and many habits. The affected 3
siblings were fair-skinned and were not protected against
sun bathing in their youth. They reported several sun
burning episodes during early summers.
In summary, without pedigree data it is justified to consider CDKN2A c.256G > A mutations likely pathogenic.
However, the available pedigree data in this case suggest
that the penetrance is low but that does not entirely exclude a low level of pathogenicity. To avoid unnecessary
fear, genetic counseling should collect a detailed family
history, and use such information to modify the advice to
patients and their relatives. All patients have families and
the majority would be highly motivated to collaborate
with the counsellors. As this case demonstrates, a genetic
change alone is not sufficient to tell the proband or family
members how high the risk of melanoma(s) is in their
family or even mutation carriers. A family history, and
perhaps an investigation into behavior, such as sunbathing
in this case, would help the geneticist to assess the penetrance of the mutation found. In essence, the penetration
of a mutation is the combined outcome of genetic modifying factors together with behavioral factors.
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Discussion
High-risk CDKN2A mutations significantly contribute to
the genetic architecture of melanoma as these are found
in about 30% of patients in families of three or more affected individuals [27]. According to a Swedish study,
CDKN2A positive families accounted for 11.5% (31/269)
of all melanoma families, and the positivity correlated with
the number of affected individuals; in the positive families
a median of 6 individuals melanomas were diagnosed
compared to 2 individuals in mutation negative families
[28]. However, we have earlier shown that in the Swedish
population families of 3 or more diagnosed melanoma
cases accounted for less than 8% of familial melanoma
[29]. Thus the present sibship of 3 affected cases is rare;
however, it may be noted that the brothers had only melanoma in situ. Family studies have shown that the melanoma in situ show approximately an equal familial risk of
about 2.5–3.0 as does invasive melanoma [30, 31].
It is known that life-time risk (penetrance) of melanoma
in carriers of CDKN2A mutations may be modified by
other genetic and environmental factors [7]. Solar radiation is a likely environmental factor which was invoked
as an explanation why penetrance of CDKN2A mutations
in high-risk families is higher in Australia than in Europe
[27]. However, a later study did not find difference in
penetrance and considered the contribution of ambient
solar radiation unlikely [32]. The population-based penetrance of CDKN2A mutations has been estimated to be
14% by age 50 years and 28% by age 80 years based on
Australian and North American populations [33].
The detected mutation caused a change in two proteins, p16 and ARF, and it is not possible to assign the
effects, if any, to one or the other, even though much of
the global literature concerns p16. Our in silico analysis
of the detected variant using the various prediction tools
suggested overwhelmingly genetic consequences, but we
do not know how the ‘likely pathogenic’ classification by
Blue Genetics was derived at. This is, however, contradicted by the overwhelming pedigree data. Firstly, one of
the affected brothers was negative and the mother with
mutation was melanoma-free until her death at age 80
years. Secondly, the mother’s 4 sisters and their 12 offspring were melanoma-free into an advanced age, well
past the median age of melanoma diagnosis (64 years)
[34]. As it can be assumed that 50% of the 4 sisters and
25% of their offspring were mutation carriers the penetrance of the mutation is low. Of course, de novo mutation cannot be excluded. However one person was
diagnosed with pancreatic cancer but at a relatively advanced age of 76 years. Factors other than CDKN2A
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